The graduate seminar "Gender and Colonialism" that we have offered at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), both jointly and individually, over the course of the past six years is very much the product of a long-term process -a feminist collaborative that is difficult to capture with a single syllabus. The syllabus we present here is a freeze-framed version of that process, the 2003 iteration of the course as we first taught it collaboratively. What follows is an account of how we came to develop a relationship with each other, with our respective fields and intellectual commitments, and with the limits and possibilities of the transnational as a historical concept and a feminist analytical tool in the context of thinking through what the combination -via collision and collusion -of gender with colonialism might mean.
nation itself -and routing them through varied physical geographies that might be considered part of the (mostly modern) colonial world.
In part because it was a new course and in part because there was what turned out to be a generation of graduate students at UIUC in a variety of disciplines who were hungry for feminist perspectives on these questions, the course ended up being chock full of historians, kinesiologists, literary folks, and anthropologists. The diversity reflected student curiosity about feminist history and colonialism and was also the product of humanities and social science disciplines struggling to come to terms with gender and postcoloniality. The 2001 iteration of the class ranged from Cuba to Shanghai, from British Columbia to the black Atlantic.
Looking back, it was probably more diffuse, both geographically and methodologically, than it was genuinely transnational -in part because there were no mechanisms for comparison built into the syllabus and very little self-conscious reflection on Burton' s part about what the grounds of such comparison might be. In this sense, "gender" and "colonialism" served as heuristic devices designed to produce examples of parallel play across a host of diverse and sometimes incommensurate spaces. This is arguably one example of how transnationalism operates as an analytical method, though of course this does not exhaust its interpretive potential; historiographically it is indebted to comparative history, but in the context of colonialism, at any rate, it entails webs or connective tissues that allow us to read gender difference across linked domains (domesticity, labor, citizenship). The result was a series of useful provocations: How does gender act? What are the limits of imperial power? How do women act as agents in the context of colonial regimes? And what does it mean to think transimperially, that is, across differently gendered regimes of colonial power? An equally consequential result was that at the end of the course, Burton was ultimately left with unsatisfying questions: If colonialism is everywhere -one effect of her ham-handed attempts at transnationalizing the syllabus -is it nowhere? Or, what are the historical and cultural specificities of its gendered power?
One response to Burton's experience was to produce a more distilled version of the course, one that sought perhaps to cover less geographical territory while refining the questions we put to the readings and ourselves. After Allman joined the UIUC faculty in January 2001, we began to think about a number of ways to collaborate. Coteaching this course seemed like a good place to begin. When we began our collaboration in 2003, we used the 2001 syllabus as a template but foregrounded our own areas of expertise and interests both geographically and thematically. This meant, in the first instance, a greater focus on African history in the revised syllabus and more point-counterpoint between area-studies work and empire-centered scholarship. We have since realized that by narrowing our territorial coverage, we have not only been able to successfully bring greater thematic coherence to the syllabus but also to provide students -many of whom had no expertise in British, Indian, or African history -with at least some security in terms of locational footing.
As the course unfolded over the weeks, two related metanarrative debates fueled and focused our discussion. The first pitted the literature on gender and colonialism generated by scholars of empire, who have focused primarily on the power and hegemony of the imperial state including in realms of the intimate, against that developed by area-based scholars, who have tended to foreground local, subaltern agency and the episodic, uneven nature of imperial rule. The second metanarrative debate demanded that we bring two historiographies of two very different parts of the British colonial world -South Asia and Africa -onto the same page. These are historiographies that, despite their shared concern for understanding the ways in which colonialism impacted gendered systems of power, have very little in common. South Asian gender history is focused primarily (though not exclusively) on elite women, questions of the nation, and the domain of the social, while African gender history has largely engaged questions of economy and polity, especially women's marginalization by the colonial state in alliance with male elites. While the question of women's rights is implicit in both bodies of scholarship, it is rarely named as such; more common is a concern about agency, its conditions of production, and its limits and possibilities.
Of course, no one will be surprised to learn, given the dialectics built into the course (dialectics that we only came to fully appreciate as the weeks wore on) that we would each end up occupying one side in these metanarrative debates (sometimes in a staged way, other times not), as we "represented" the literatures we separately brought to the course. And it was through that process of enacting and then battling through the historiographical binaries that the course discussions began to move from empire versus area, through South Asia versus Africa, to ultimately translocal and transnational insights about power and difference and the ways in which they are daily constituted, reproduced, challenged, and remembered -from the hearts of empire to their margins. As important, the dissolution of our original binaries generated important and lively discussions about method that were easily portable to the various geographical and temporal fields of interest among our students -the role of audience in historical writing, the power of language and of naming, the ambiguities of translation, the constitution of an archive. The possibility of mediation across a multiplicity of geographical contexts and spaces, in other words, became a standard for measuring the transnational capacity of specific intellectual projects and of a feminist history of gender and colonialism.
In addition to bringing our own expertise to bear more fully on the content of the syllabus, we also decided that it would be useful if students wrote their ways through these disparate literatures during the entire semester and not just attempt to pull them all together in one big historiographical essay at the end. We therefore asked students to write and present one book review (a process that brought another source or two to the table each week), as well as compose weekly reflection papers, a midterm essay, and a final essay. In the first essay, we asked students to think about the ways in which the scholarship we had read up to that point challenged the binary of colonizer and colonized. In the final essay, we asked students to imagine that they were assembling an edited volume of ten essays on gender and colonialism and to develop a book prospectus for the collection that set out its main themes and explained its intellectual architecture and coherence. In other words, we asked students to contemplate new and/or different ways of organizing and thinking through gendered colonialisms across time and space.
The collaborative process that took root in the classroom in 2003 forced us both to reflect very carefully on the politics of location, our different training and academic experiences, and the distinct audiences we hoped to engage with our work. It also encouraged us to contemplate in new ways the challenges of speaking across areas and boundaries without fetishizing the specificities of the local or subsuming everything under an empire, the global, or the transnational -and to begin to fashion more interpretively responsible definitions for all those categories. Those kinds of conversations have continued in a number of guises, including in the special issue of the Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History that we coedited and introduced with an essay entitled "Destination Globalization: Women, Gender, and Comparative Colonial Histories in the New Millennium." These conversations have also sustained and animated our coeditorship of the Journal of Women's History since 2004 and our American Historical Association (AHA) roundtable "Transnationalizing Women's, Gender, and Sexuality History: The View from the Journals," at the 2008 AHA in Washington, DC.
But little did we realize how precious the opportunity was in 2003 to engage these questions in a pedagogical context. By 2004, we were both swept into administrative work, editing the journal, and upholding our area teaching duties. Sadly, we have not had the opportunity to co-teach "Gender and Colonialism" again and have had to fly solo. Allman taught the course in 2005 with only a few alterations, the main one being the incorporation of readings that placed U. S. gender history in colonial and transnational contexts. While students have come to the course from a range of disciplines and areas, we have increasingly been seeing students with U.S. history expertise and have wanted to ensure that they could see the ways in which critical debates about gender in the contexts of area/empire and local/global/ transnational did not exclude the United States. Burton taught the course the following year, with an emphasis on the body, the archive, and a self-conscious focus on the question of scales of hierarchy and value entailed by what counts as the local and the global in a newly aggressive age of Anglo-American imperialism.
The point-counterpoint, or the dialectical fuel, that brought so much energy to the course in 2003 was very difficult to replicate when teaching alone. In many ways, our scholarly work and our intellectual locations embodied the thematic debates we were trying to move students through. Without both of us in the classroom, discussions never moved quite so provocatively. When we taught together, we were able to generate an open free space in which students could speak. It seemed that our dialogues diffused the tendency (of even very pedagogically savvy students) to say something to please the teacher. As two rather than one, we occupied very different locations in the debate and from those positions were able to recognize and to interrogate the binary quagmire of empire versus area studies and to identify some of the possibilities of the transnational, even as we were determined to remain alive to the ways in which the latter has inherited some of the methodological presumptions and operations of both fields.
As we face the prospect of continuing to teach the course solo (we are now in different institutional locations), we realize that ideally a course like this should move among a cohort of teachers as an ongoing experiment in what teaching gender and colonialism, whether in comparative or transnational perspective, can look like. In this sense the course will, we hope, continue to be a living archive of the field itself.
History 493A: Problems in ComPArAtive Women's History: Gender and Colonialism
Description: This course provides a thematic overview of the intellectual questions, methodological challenges, and historiographical innovations that arise when gender as a category of historical analysis is brought to bear on colonialism as a world-historical phenomenon. The first half of the semester is devoted to exploring the multiple and conflicting sources through which historians have sought to reconstruct gendered colonial pasts. In the second half of the course, we examine a series of recent historical works that address conceptual problems entailed by attempts to historicize the relationship between gender and colonialism as analytical categories. Among the specific subjects under consideration are the civilizing mission; the subaltern subject; domesticities; sexuality and intimate colonialisms; racialized pathologies; gender, citizenship, and nation.
We will be operating from the assumption that colonial regimes are never selfevidently hegemonic but are always in process, subject to disruption and contest, and therefore never fully or finally accomplished. As we shall see, the gendered and sexualized social orders produced by such regimes are equally precarious, and hence they offer us unique opportunities to see the incompleteness of colonial modernities. In this sense the course is not simply about gender and sexuality as self-evident categories but also about their capacity to interrupt, thwart, and sometimes reconfirm modernizing colonial regimes -in part because they are not simply dimensions of the sociopolitical domain but represent its productive and uneven effects.
Format: This is a participation-intensive seminar that meets once per week. Seminar sessions are devoted to discussions of our readings and the broader issues, theoretical and comparative, raised by those sources. One or two members of the seminar are responsible for leading the discussion each session. In addition to discussing shared readings, we will hear short reviews of books prepared by seminar participants. Book reviews and discussion roles will be assigned during our first meeting. Course Requirements: Each seminar participant must come to class prepared to discuss the session's required readings. Part of that preparation will include writing a brief (1/2 -1 page) reaction paper on those readings. Reaction papers will be turned in at the end of each session, but they will not be graded. (They will count toward your attendance and participation, which constitute 20 percent of your final grade.) Additional requirements are as follows:
1. Lead Discussion: Lead discussion once during the semester. The week before you lead discussion, you should bring to class a set of discussion questions to distribute to the seminar. The questions should help us draw out important theoretical, comparative, and historiographical issues as we read and during our discussion the following week.
(10 percent of final grade) 2. Book Review: Write one 3 -4 page review of a book (or of a collection of 4 -5 articles) only you have read and make copies of that review for all the participants in the seminar. (Readings available for review are listed under "Recommended" on the schedule of meetings.) You must provide enough information so that those who have not read the book or collection will have some basis for participating. Your review should include: a summary of the author's thesis; a synopsis of the book's/ articles' content; a consideration of the author's point of view, location, or theoretical groundings; a critique of the book's/articles' weaknesses; and an evaluation of its/their contribution to an understanding of the theme under consideration. In class, you will offer a brief (5 minutes) discussion of the work, highlighting its connections with and contributions toward the themes we are discussing at that particular session.
(10 percent of final grade) 3. Two Questions/Topics will be distributed during the semester well in advance of essay due dates. They will require you (in 8 -10 typed pages) to explore one of the themes we have encountered in our readings. The essays each constitute 30 percent of your final grade.
